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Methods: We collected data from 1999 through 2003 on a retrospective cohort of consecutive people aged 18–65 years with a serious head injury (AIS ≥3), transported directly from the scene of injury, and evaluated in the ED. Information on 22 demographical, physiological, radiographic, and lab variables was collected. Resource based “high therapeutic intensity” measures occurring within 72 hours of ED arrival (the outcome measure) were identified a priori and included: neurosurgical intervention, exploratory laparotomy, intensive care interventions, or death. We used classification and regression tree analysis to derive and cross validate the decision rule.

Results: 504 consecutive trauma patients were identified as having a serious head injury: 246 (49%) required at least one of the HTI measures. Five ED variables (GCS, respiratory rate, age, temperature, and pulse rate) identified subjects requiring at least one of the HTI measures with 94% sensitivity (95% CI 91 to 97%) and 63% specificity (95% CI 57 to 69%) in the derivation sample, and 90% sensitivity and 55% specificity using cross validation.

Conclusions: This decision rule identified among a cohort of head injured patients evaluated in the ED the majority of those who urgently required specialised trauma care. The rule will require prospective validation in injured people presenting to non-tertiary care hospitals before implementation can be recommended.

There is a growing body of literature assessing appropriate criteria for both out of hospital triage to a tertiary trauma centre, as well as the need for full trauma team activation after transportation to a trauma centre. However, there is a paucity of studies deriving criteria for the interhospital transfer of injured patients initially presenting to non-tertiary care facilities. In rural hospital emergency departments (EDs), early identification of patients requiring interhospital transfer for higher level of care services is a critical component of trauma systems that aspire to assure optimal care to both rural and urban citizens. Objective, easily applied interhospital transfer guidelines are needed to guide the early identification and expeditious transfer of people to hospitals that are capable of delivering specialised trauma care.

Patients with traumatic brain injury (TBI) are a subset of injured patients that may have special relevance to the issue of early identification and expeditious transfer for higher level of care services. Patients with TBI often require neurosurgical and intensive care in hospitals with specialised resources. Patients with TBI are at greater risk for adverse outcome if they are deprived of appropriate care in the acute setting, and delays in initiating definitive neurosurgical care for patients requiring interhospital transfer in regions with long ground travel times are common. Despite the potential seriousness of TBI, not all individuals who sustain a head injury will require higher level of care resources. In many circumstances, the decision to transfer a patient must balance the costs, risks, patient preferences, and resources required for transport with the procedures and treatments that will be provided when he/she arrives at the tertiary care facility. Relying exclusively upon diagnostic criteria to identify patients for interhospital transfer is not ideal, as all injuries may not be recognised during the initial evaluation. We reason that there is a need to develop data driven guidelines, using information readily available during the initial ED evaluation, to identify those people likely to require specialised care without missing patients who will need such services.

In this study, our objective was to derive a clinical decision rule that could be applied to a subset of high risk people—that is, people with serious TBI—to identify the group of patients requiring specialised tertiary care resources, using variables readily available to healthcare providers during the initial ED evaluation.

Methods

Study design and setting

We collected data on a retrospective cohort of patients presenting to a level I trauma centre with serious blunt head injury from January 1999 through August 2003. Trained medical record abstractors collected data using a structured data collection instrument. The Oregon Health & Science University (Portland, Oregon, USA) Institutional Review Board approved this study and waived the requirement for informed consent.

Patients

Consecutive trauma patients aged 18–65 years, transported directly from the scene of injury, evaluated in the ED of a level I trauma centre, and retrospectively identified from our hospital trauma registry as having a “serious” head injury...
(Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) ≥ 3) were included in the analysis. The AIS for a given injury ranges from 1 (minor) to 6 (non-survivable) and a score of 3 or more represents a “serious” injury. Many patients had additional serious injuries. Children (<18 years) and older adults (>65 years) were excluded as the project was initiated to collect data from the initial hospital paediatric inpatient care for injured children, and comorbidity and end of life issues in an older population. Because of the difficulty in collecting data from the initial hospital evaluation for transfer patients and the potential for spectrum bias in such patients, people initially evaluated at an outside hospital and subsequently transferred to our ED were excluded. Patients with penetrating head injury and people that died within 90 minutes of ED arrival were also excluded.

**Main outcome measure**

In conjunction with our hospital’s trauma surgeons and emergency physicians, we a priori identified several resource based “high therapeutic intensity” (HTI) measures undertaken within 72 hours of presentation: neurosurgical intervention—for example, craniotomy, ventriculostomy, or placement of an intracranial pressure monitor—exploratory laparotomy, intensive care measures (transfusion ≥ 6 units of packed red blood cells or infusion of vasoactive agents), or death.

**Variables considered for the decision rule**

We collected information on 22 variables routinely assessed and available to clinicians in most ED practice settings. Although this study was conducted using data from patients transported directly to a level I trauma centre, we considered clinical variables applicable to injured people presenting to non-trauma centres or rural hospitals with limited resources. These variables included patient demographics (age, race); comorbid conditions (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, diabetes, end stage liver disease, coronary artery disease, or pregnancy); out of hospital physiological findings (systolic blood pressure, pulse rate, respiratory rate, Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score, pulse oximetry); initial ED physiological findings (systolic blood pressure, pulse rate, respiratory rate, GCS, pupil, alcohol intoxication); exam findings (systolic blood pressure, pulse rate, respiratory rate, GCS, pupil, alcohol intoxication); and emergency medical services traumatic arrest. A chest radiograph was considered “abnormal” if any of the following were noted on the final attending radiology reading: rib fracture(s), abnormal aorta, presence of a chest tube, diaphragmatic hernia, pleural fluid, infiltrate/atelectasis, pneumothorax/haemothorax, subcutaneous emphysema, or pulmonary contusion.

To ensure adherence to quality standards for chart review, we used trained medical record abstractors who were blinded to the study objective. All variables of interest were explicitly defined a priori on a standardised data collection instrument. We held monthly meetings with the chart abstractors during the period of data collection and routinely checked interrater reliability measures for data abstraction to ensure consistency of data abstraction and data entry.

**Statistical analysis**

We used classification and regression tree analysis (CART® version 4.0, Salford Systems, San Diego, California, USA) to create a decision tree to separate people requiring a HTI measure in the first 72 hours from those not requiring such intensive measures. CART analysis is a non-parametric method of analysis used to classify observations, based on a large number of possible predictive variables, and is well suited at identifying complex, higher level interactions among variables. Misclassification costs and tree complexity parameters were empirically selected to generate a highly sensitive (≥ 90%) and practical (3–6 decision nodes) decision tree with moderate specificity (≥ 50%) and clinical sensibility (face validity). The sensitivity and specificity of the decision tree were calculated using 10-fold cross validation, providing a less biased, more conservative, estimate of rule performance.

**RESULTS**

There were 504 consecutive trauma patients evaluated in the ED and identified as having a serious head injury from January 1999 through August 2003. No subjects were excluded for missing information. Characteristics of the sample in order of relative importance, as defined by the CART analyses, are listed in table 1. There were 246 subjects (49%) who required at least one of the HTI measures (neurosurgical intervention, laparotomy, packed red blood cell transfusion ≥ 6 units, vasopressor support, or death) within the first 72 hours after ED presentation (table 2).

The decision tree derived to identify subjects with head injury requiring timely HTI included five variables (initial ED GCS, initial ED respiratory rate, patient age, initial ED temperature, and initial ED pulse rate) (fig 1). For the derivation sample, the decision rule was 94% sensitive (95% confidence interval (CI) 91 to 97%) and 63% specific (95% CI 57 to 69%) (table 3). Cross validation analysis of the decision tree yielded an estimated sensitivity of 90% and specificity of 55% for identifying subjects requiring at least one of the HTI measures (table 3).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we derive a clinical decision rule to detect, among a cohort of patients with serious head injury, those people who required specialised trauma care interventions or died within 72 hours of ED presentation. The study was restricted to a high risk subset of trauma patients—that is, subjects with head injury with AIS ≥ 3—because we reasoned it would be prudent to focus our initial efforts on developing a rule using a relatively homogenous and high risk group of patients who had a high prevalence of specialised interventions. We view this decision rule as a preliminary, but valuable first step in developing an accurate and broadly generalisable interhospital decision rule to be used in non-tertiary care settings for injured persons.

Although previous studies have shown transfer patients to be seriously injured, critically ill, and at high risk for medical complications and mortality, there are several problems with current interhospital transfer practices in the United States. We have previously demonstrated non-clinical factors—that is, gender, age, and level of initial hospital—to be independently associated with higher level of care transfer after adjusting for injury severity and physiological information. In addition, many trauma systems promulgate guidelines that are primarily injury based and reflect expert opinion rather than evidence based or data driven criteria. Guidelines based solely upon injury diagnoses conflict with the suggestion that a patient’s need for tertiary care resources correlates poorly with injury type or severity. Furthermore, the established diagnoses in a patient first being evaluated in the ED of a rural hospital may be in error or incomplete because diagnostic testing is limited because of lack of resources—for example, computed tomography and emergency ultrasonography—and because of the healthcare
Despite the high prevalence and acuity of these patients, \textit{t}he States lack any standardised policy for interhospital transfer of patients with TBI requiring specialised trauma care. Some regions in the United States non-trauma hospitals. For non-tertiary care hospitals with some surgical and intensive care unit capacity, the decision rule derived here may serve to simply identify high need patients quickly, with the decision to transfer based on resource availability and hospital capacity, whereas centres without any surgical or intensive care capacity may seek to immediately transfer all patients identified by this rule. It should also be noted that some situations may not warrant transfer despite a patient meeting pre-specified criteria—for example, where further care is felt to be futile or in which a patient is too unstable to survive transport to another hospital. In situations where a patient may not be “stable” enough for transfer, we believe such patients will need to be assessed individually, as many additional factors—for example, distance to a tertiary trauma centre, how “unstable” a given patient is, transport options available, urgency of resource need, whether additional resuscitation would improve status for transfer, and so forth—may affect the decision to transfer.

This rule was designed to identify subjects requiring high therapeutic interventions—that is, specialised tertiary care resources—rather than simply identifying patients who
would be categorised as seriously injured based upon the number and severity of their injuries — for example, the Injury Severity Score. All of the patients included in our sample had a "serious" head injury (AIS >3), which may be regarded by some as an adequate reason to transfer the patient for higher level services without further consideration; however, only half of these patients required one of the HTI interventions or died in the first 72 hours after presentation. As it remains unclear which patients are most likely to benefit from interhospital transfer to a tertiary trauma centre, we elected to use a resource based definition of trauma care need, consistent with allocation of resources for acute care in a rural trauma system.

Finally, this is the first decision rule assessing both EMS and initial ED information to identify a subset of patients for interhospital transfer. The sequential decision points of the CART analyses are sensible and intuitive. Similar to several previous studies, GCS score was important in identifying patients ultimately requiring HTI. Using this decision rule, patients with serious head injuries and GCS <13 in the ED (including intubated patients) are at very high risk for requiring one of the HTI measures and will likely require care in a specialised facility. For those patients with a GCS 13–15, a respiratory rate <16 also identified a high risk group of patients likely to require a HTI measure, which supports findings in previous studies. For patients with a relatively normal GCS and respiratory rate ≥16, being 32–65 years was identified as a moderate risk category, which could be watched closely in the ED and subsequently transferred if signs of shock or mental status changes developed. Because our sample was limited to patients aged 18–65 years, we would expect head injured patients over 65 years to represent another high risk group, though validation with a broader sample would be needed to assess this possibility. Younger patients (18–31 years) with any degree of hypothermia (ED temp <36.6˚C) or tachycardia (ED pulse rate >98 beats/minute), reflective of some degree of physiological derangement, represent additional high risk groups. The low risk group consisted of head injured patients with a relatively normal GCS score (13–15) and respiratory rate >16, younger age (18–31 years), normothermia, and a normal pulse rate.

Ideally, a decision rule of this type would be 100% sensitive in identifying subjects requiring tertiary trauma care; however, the sensitivity must be balanced with specificity and the "cost" of missing patients requiring higher level of care services. Decisions regarding acceptable sensitivity and specificity for identifying people requiring higher level of care services will ultimately depend on resource availability, the difficulties inherent in the processes and circumstances of transferring patients, the number of tertiary trauma centres

Figure 1 Decision tree for predicting patients (18–65 years) with head injury requiring high therapeutic intensity interventions (neurosurgical intervention, exploratory laparotomy, vasopressor support, packed red blood cell transfusion >6 units, or death), within 72 hours of the initial emergency department presentation. ED, emergency department; GCS, Glasgow Coma Score; HTI, high therapeutic intensity.

Table 3 Performance measures of the clinical decision rule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HTI outcome*</th>
<th>Derivation sample (95% CI)</th>
<th>Cross validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>94% (91–97%)</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>63% (57–69%)</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive predictive value</td>
<td>71% (66–76%)</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative predictive value</td>
<td>92% (87–96%)</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive likelihood ratio</td>
<td>2.56 (2.18–3.01)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative likelihood ratio</td>
<td>0.09 (0.05–0.15)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*High therapeutic intensity (HTI) outcome: neurosurgery, laparotomy, vasopressor support, packed red blood cell transfusion >6 units, or death within 72 hours of ED presentation.
available, and other priorities in a given region. The efficiency of a trauma system and improved health outcomes could potentially be increased by application of an objective decision rule that reduces the number of needless or inappropriate transfers, while capturing those patients requiring timely tertiary care who would not have otherwise been transferred.

LIMITATIONS
The main limitations of this study are the retrospective study design and fairly restrictive inclusion criteria focusing on a high risk group of working age adults. We studied patients of a specific age range having a serious head injury and presenting to a level 1 trauma centre. Ideally, such a study would prospectively sample patients from non-tertiary care centres—for example, rural hospitals—where such a clinical decision rule is likely to be most useful and to have the biggest impact on patient care. We view these results as the initial step in developing an effective rule with broad generalisability that guides clinicians in the interhospital transfer of injured patients. As with all derived decision rules, this rule requires prospective validation, particularly in a population of injured patients first being evaluated at non-tertiary hospitals.

Although implementation of state wide trauma systems has improved the outcomes of seriously injured patients,20,21 the health outcome benefit of certain patient subgroups within trauma systems—for example, interhospital transfer patients—has yet to be established. We used a resource based definition to identify patients requiring tertiary care services in this study, although the ideal outcome for such a rule would be the patient subgroup most likely to benefit—that is, to have improved health outcomes—from higher level of care transfer. Until the characteristics of this patient group are established, we must use alternative definitions (such as processes of care) for patients requiring higher level of care services. Implicit in our definition of the resource based outcome is the assumption that patients undergoing these specialised services actually needed them and that they derived some outcome benefit by receiving these services at a tertiary care centre. We do not know whether withholding resources—for example, intracranial pressure monitors—would have adversely impacted outcome in all patients.

Finally, the ability to reliably collect data for all such variables—that is, interrater reliability—and the accuracy of the rule when applied to patients presenting to non-trauma centres will need to be assessed prospectively.

CONCLUSIONS
Using a combination of physiological and demographic information, we derived a decision rule that identified most TBI people in the derivation sample requiring timely specialised trauma care. The potential merit of this interhospital transfer rule rests in the ability to quickly identify brain injured patients who will require specialised trauma care while avoiding transfers that are unlikely to need timely tertiary care services. Prospective studies to validate this rule in injured patients presenting to non-trauma facilities and rural hospitals are needed.
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